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The Dormitories of Miskatonic University
(with apologies to Mr. Lovecraft)

Quite clearly do I remember my first semester at Miskatonic University. It was the Fall 
Semester of 1935, a bright start for all freshmen attendees, myself included. The campus had 
been recently restored--windows that had been cracked when I first visited were whole once 
more, rotting, heavy doors were replaced, and holes that lined the walls of the student apartments 
had been seamlessly patched over. The elder students seemed refreshed by the change in scenery 
offered to them. We neophytes swarmed in like so many ants searching through a new ant-
hill, digging about for information and routes around the school. Our rooms were assigned, our 
schedules were issued, and our teachers were introduced. Thus, the first half of the semester 
passed smoothly. The classes were as hard as to be expected from such a school, the students 
(new and old) formed and re-formed their factions, and any quandaries to be had were trivial 
and temporary. I exchanged letters with my parents and relatives; comparing my university 
experience to that of my friends attending Harvard. 

“It seems much quieter here, to me,” Richard remarked in one of his late November 
letters. “You take more interesting classes, true, but our core subjects are taught more in-depth.” 
I was not a student who had elected to take any of the number of curious courses offered, though 
many had piqued my interest: Deep-Sea Biology, Non-Human Biology, Celestial Bodies, and 
Introduction to Astrological Anomalies, among others. Not to say that mandatory studies were 
any less anomalous; the History of the County Lovecraft, a focus on the history of Arkham’s 
county, was a course required in the first or second semester of one’s studies. Past the usual 
histories of Massachusetts and the foundation of the county, the majority of this course was 
devoted to the curious, half-fantasy town of Innsmouth. Innsmouth itself was a mere fifteen 
miles out from Arkham, deriving north toward the coast. Nearby was Ipswich, wherein the 
final seminar took place. Those courageous enough would venture to the infamous town--it was 
rumoured that a select few, every year, never returned; though any upperclassman in his right 
mind would dismiss that fabrication, the seed struck true in the hearts of the novices. They were 
only spurred on by the whispers of Ipswich’s natives. 

“They’re all queer. Somethin’ ‘bout the air drives ‘em all quiet; it’s all the fishin’, I think. 
I wouldn’t advise you to stay there--not after the past decade’s rumours.”

The aforementioned class was taught by the extraordinarily dry Professor Robert Barnes, 
a man who had lived his entire life within Lovecraft County. He had baggy, sallow flesh with 
aberrant folds of skin on either side of his neck; he constantly wet his thick lips, and his bulging, 
side-set eyes seemed perpetually open. Whispers went up among the students that he had the 
rumoured “Innsmouth look,” a betraying trait of the descendants of the so-called Deep Ones--or 
so it was whispered. Prof. Barnes, however, seemed in no way out of the ordinary. 

The night of the Ipswich lecture was a deadly cold autumn eve. After the closing seminar, 
a two hour long examination of the events of 1928, I chose to stay in my small apartment, poring 
over tomes in preparation for upcoming exams. I had not the courage to leave for Innsmouth 
with my peers. Perceiving the time to be quite early in the morning, I retired to bed, still alone. 
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My classmates had returned by the time I awoke, though I did so before anyone else. They 
were secretive as they stirred, shunning myself in favour of their fellow explorers. The others 
muttered amongst themselves, with occasional lapses in volume treating me to glimpses of 
their conversations. But they made no sense to my ears--the talk of "Great Old Ones" and 
unpronounceable names did not catch my attention. Though some of my peers seemed different 
in carriage, I paid no mind to it, blaming the change on the  recent stresses of exams. 

These things did not return to the main gaze of the freshman class for another month, 
at the least. Their cult must have ruminated in secrecy--for I saw very little of those who had 
returned from Innsmouth so changed--but I was not witness to its happenings. Myself a solitary 
student, whose few former acquaintances chose Harvard over Miskatonic; I preferred my studies 
to my peers, and I was more apt to speak with my professors than even my own room-mate. 
Rarely did I see him; he was one markedly changed by his trip to Innsmouth, and he was often 
out of our apartment, staying with his queer friends. I did not once suspect him to be anything 
malevolent, certainly, he was a scrawny man with pale skin and an unsteady countenance. Yet it 
was he who alerted me to the occult occurrences in the ancient underground of our University. 

It had been a frozen December night; I had retired to bed early, allowed on account of the 
Christmas holiday. Many of my peers had returned to their families for the time being, though 
I felt no need to see my parents so soon. I was not alone, either--a large group of others stayed, 
as well, including my very own room-mate. In fact, it was during this solitary time that he (quite 
unwillingly) introduced me to the cult. I was awoken deep into the night by the rustling of many 
feet across our bare wood floor, and the sound of hushed voices muttering clicking tones. I 
peered out into the darkness of the common-room, and the light of a single candle illuminated 
the forms of some of my class-mates. They did not seem to notice as I slipped into the room, 
beginning to listen to their conversation.

Glimpses and snatches of conversation came through to me as I eavesdropped--one 
student mentioning  a figure called Dagon, another (in quite hushed tones) speaking of the “Great 
Cthulhu,” and another (my room-mate) adding in feverish murmurings about Innsmouth and 
the “Deep Ones.” The awakening of a being in “R’lyeh” and appeasement of the so-called “Great 
Old Ones.” Their curious talk enraptured me, for once, and I determined that I must follow 
them. With a few more whispered words, an older member of the group picked up the candle 
and made for the door. I kept behind them, mutely down the narrow hall of our apartments. The 
congregation made its way down the dark stairs, toward the main hall that would eventually lead 
out to the school’s main campus. However, instead of turning left--to leave the building, as I had 
suspected--the leader turned them right, toward the end of the first floor’s hallway. At the end, 
there was a heavy door, covered in peeling paint; it was, perhaps, some part of the school the had 
skipped over during the renovation period. Their commander opened the door with the slightest 
effort, revealing a second set of stairs. A dank, damp odour emanated from the chambers below, 
yet I followed the collection of students still. None had objected to my presence thus far--I 
appeared to blend in, almost naturally; though I remained feeling outcast and inferior. 
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The stairs seemed endless, and the walls on either side seemed to press in on us. The 
others ahead of me were not phased by these grim surroundings; on the contrary, they seemed 
quite at ease with this change in setting. The candle, still held by the leader in head, was a slight 
glow past the heavy heads of my class-mates. That odour I had only merely detected previously 
became stronger the deeper below ground we got; roughly halfway to our final destination, 
a decidedly fish-like scent mingled with the mildew. I nearly vomited due to this stench--as 
it increased in potency, I found myself about ready to faint. My nostrils were, on the whole, 
accustomed to this peculiar aroma as we came closer to the denouement of the staircase. 

It first lead into a long, thin, and sloped hallway--potentially less capacious than the 
stairs had been. While some students had been able to walk in rows of silent twos prior, we were 
forced into a prolonged, singular line. However, despite this feeling of claustrophobia, I was 
able to stretch my arms out to either side of my frame without my fingertips brushing barricades; 
though when I tried to break out of the line and step to this seemingly ample space, my shoulders 
brushed against dirt walls. Somehow, the others had not yet noticed my presence--all for the 
better, I assumed at the time. 

The narrow, steep hallway opened out into an open, tenebrous chamber. I tripped--and 
caught myself--startled by the sudden change in scenery. The earthen walls of this underground 
enclosure seemed to stretch impossibly wide--however, by my best estimations, it could have 
only been ten or so feet in width. The rocks in the walls jutted out at increasingly impossible 
angles, conveying an unnatural sense and shaking my soul to its core. There was something 
ominous and unsettling in the dimensions of this place; however, I could not quite place my 
finger on it. Over the shoulder of the freshman in front of me, I could see a larger aggregate of 
students. I hid myself in the encroaching darkness of the enclosed hallway, watching the colony 
form. The sophomore who had lead the prior group acquired a bizarre headpiece from another, 
and its details clarified to me as he stepped more clearly into the light. This tiara, made of an 
aqueous white-gold metal, was crafted as if to both astound and puzzle one’s eye. It went beyond 
mere description. The shiny plate of metal extending from their harbinger's head reflected the 
tides of a running pool, set into the earth ground to the left of the stairs I inhabited. The water 
seemed fresh and natural; I supposed it was just a peculiar underground branch of the river for 
which Miskatonic University was named. Upon closer examination, it appeared to run deeper 
than most parts of the river I had seen. Phantasmal lights, set in similar white-gold, served as 
torches on either wall. I swore that I saw moving, fish-like but somewhat humanoid, shapes in 
the water; but I also swore that the confusing light and dimensions played tricks on my eyes.

There, the ritual began. 
I have no words to describe this ritual of theirs-- the anomalous assemblage seemed to 

join with the preternatural ringing that sounded from the running water of the river-- I saw a 
man, my own former room-mate, killed in front of me, on some crime-- his blood transmuted 
with the dense sands into which he sank-- his corpse tossed into the murky depths and-- he was 
their gift borne of reverence. Still their incessant chanting repeats in my ears, in the darkest 
corners of my dreams and in the lamina that dreams lay over awakening: “Iä! iä! Cthulhu fhtagn! 
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Cthulhu R’lyeh fhtagn!” These dreams, though so frequent, drive me into furious murmurings 
upon waking-- from seeing gibbering, abhorrent, wordless abominations-- I saw, or perhaps 
essentially sensed, in the underground “dormitories” of my beloved Miskatonic University, 
an eldritch force so powerful that my mere mortal mind may not comprehend it; and I have no 
wish to recall this incident-- only for this occasion I shall-- or I will again fear seeing a shoggoth 
raving and ravaging this very campus upon which I stand-- or worse yet-- shall I live to see the 
day the Great Cthulhu rises from his teeming den and bestows his dreams upon our world, surely 
I will-- 

Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh wgah'nagl fhtagn...


